CUSTOMER TESTAMONIALS

•
Rob's glampervan was awesome! A small
passenger car that drives and handles as such but has many
awesome amenities if you wanna go on a road trip and have a
bed, small fridge and all cooking pots and burners. There's also
chairs, black out panels for privacy, mats, so everything you
need to glamp in style and comfort!
Luiza L. – March 13, 2017

•
We're Glampervan converts (not that we took much convincing!)
and spread the good word everywhere we went this weekend.
Pick up and drop off was super convenient — Rob even
accommodated a slightly later drop off when we were just having
too much fun to drive home yet. Felt like we just drove our home
anywhere we needed to go this weekend whether it was a
remote campsite or Trader Joe's and it worked well in every setting. Rob
was also super helpful in planning for the trip when road conditions made
us change from our original plans. Looking forward to renting again soon.
Caroline K. – February 27, 2017

•
Rob was helpful and accommodating. The van was sweet and
worked well. Overall great experience!
Aaron O. – November 29, 2016

•
Loved it! Would definitely rent Woogie again!
Jocelyn N. – November 20, 2016

•
Wogie was amazing. Everything was in order and meticulously
selected. I felt completely free and still nestled in the arms of
luxury. Rob was very helpful and communicative. Highly
recommended.
Amit C. – November 17, 2016

•
This was my second trip in the Glampervan! It was great as
expected, especially over the rainy weekend. I was the envy of
all my friends who had to suffer the rainy nights tents :-) As
always it was well equipped and very comfortable. Can't wait for
my next trip!
Matt M. – October 17, 2016

•
Everything was awesome! Rob is quick to respond, showed us
the ins/outs of the (badass) vehicle, and everything worked
beautifully. All we brought was food, water, towels, toiletries,
phone charging cords, and... battery operated twinkle lights :)
We loved the external van lights that came in handy when
cooking dinner outside, all the window covers for privacy
because a lot of curious passersby peeked inside, and all the USB
charging stations! Couldn't have been a better first experience with both
van camping and Death Valley. Thanks Rob!
Steph L. – January 17, 2017

•
I'm converted. If I could glampervan all the time I would, in fact I
wish I were glampervan-ing right now.
Seriously, Rob was great the van was perfectly setup perfectly.
Just when I thought I needed something I reached in and the

perfect version of that thing was pre-packed by Rob.
Van runs great, sleeps better. Rob's super appreciative about feedback on
the setup and I'll def. be renting again. Can't wait to plan my next trip.
Derek D. – January 10, 2017

•
Rob's van made for an incredible adventure. He made sure
everything was set up for the weekend, and i can't thank him
enough. Rent with confidence!
Elan L. – December 14, 2016

•

•
I took this sweet van for a week for surfing up the coast from SF
and I couldn't have asked for a more practical, economical (save
the hotel cost) and frankly just cool. There's every conceivable
amenity in there (save shower obviously) and the auxillary
battery that was supposed to last 3 days actually never ran out
which was a big bonus. On top of it all, for future would-be-surfcampers renting this van, I was able to fit 3 shortboards in the massive
cargo box on top (biggest board at 6'4 but can probably fit close to 7 foot
boards).
Did I mention that people will walk up to you randomly to revel in your
coolness as you make yourself coffee in the morning?
Morc-San D. – November 27, 2016

•
My third time Glampervanning! This time for a spur-of-themoment Yosemite trip. The van was purrrrrrfect for getting out of
dodge. I slept in the van my first night, camped out my second
night. I'm 6' tall, and had plenty of room to stretch my legs. Rob
really does think of everything. I used all the amenities right
down to the soothing green tea and agave syrup I discovered in
the kitchen drawer. Rob stocked me up with extra blankets to make sure I
stayed cozy at night, and gave me maps and camping tips for my trip.
Can't wait for my next adventure. Thanks, Rob!
Jennifer P. – November 14, 2016

•
We absolutely loved our time in Rob's van! Great layout, and
very easy to drive. It was perfect for driving down route 1 and
exploring / camping in Big Sur. We'll be renting it again!
David S. – November 9, 2016

•
Bodie was great for us! We went on a short climbing trip down to
Pinnacles and Rob thought of it all. We were traveling in style
and it made it super easy for us with all of our gear being able to
hang out and cook at the campsite after a few long days! Super
easy to pick up and drop off and Rob was very responsive and
accommodating. Bodie was incredibly convenient, very luxurious
and comes with most of the things you usually forget. We can't wait for
another trip!
Brittany H. – October 24, 2016

•
We had a blast! This van is perfect to roam around, enjoy the
scenery and sleep wherever you want. We had so much fun in
Napa and Sonoma! We even drove along the coast and stopped
for fresh oyster, really great!
Julian G. – October 10, 2016

•
Rob's Glampervan rocks! I road tripped up to the Napa Valley
and felt free as the birds wheeling above the vineyards. I love
that the van has plenty of built-in comfort and amenities for both
day and night, so I could explore in a self-contained nirvana
without ever needing to be anywhere but exactly where I was. I'll
definitely be Glampervanning again, and for longer next time!
Sarah A. – October 3, 2016

•

WOW! This was a fun vehicle to camp in. I used it to attend a festival with
some friends. This van was positioned at the center of our camp. I brought
along a shade structure to cover the side entrance. The vehicle comes with
2 chairs, a table, and some floor mats. This created a great communal
space just outside my door. There are blackout shades for the whole
vehicle so it stays very cool and allowed for sleeping in much longer then a
heated tent would allow. The lighting inside and outside of the vehicle
came in so handy for me as well as creating mood lighting for my
campmates. The bed was comfortable and there was so much storage to
bring extra stuff above and inside the vehicle. The best part was the built in
organization of the vehicle. Clothing, kitchen equipment, food, shoe
storage was all very thoughtfully placed. It made moving around and
getting to things very easy. Setup and tear down was a breeze. No fussing
with tents, air mattresses and coolers and the organization is done before
you even leave. Not much to do except pop open a cold one, sit back
enjoy the environment.
Rob was very easy to work with on pickup and drop off. He explained how
everything worked, where things were located, how the marine battery
worked and how to get the most out of it.
I will definitely rent this van, and likely never tent camp again. Total
Convert! Thanks GlamperVan!
Amanda D. – September 27, 2016

•
Love the Glampervan! It is very comfortable and well equipped.
Rob was great to work with and very responsive. I'm already
thinking about my next adventure when I can use the
Glampervan again.
Matt M. – September 19, 2016

•
Really great van and has been thoroughly thought out! Lots of
fun and perfect for a trip.
Tyler C. – August 13, 2016

•
My niece and I traveled out from VT to see the Dead and
Company finish out the summer tour in the bay area. Using
Rob's modern-day hippie van to role from show to show just
made the experience all that more memorable. This thing is
awesome--super comfortable, tons of room for the size (I'm 6'2"
and could totally stretch out), easy to drive, and great of gas.
The fridge kept food and drink cold and the camp stove was awesome for
morning coffee. Bottom line--this is a great rig from a great guy. Rob is
super friendly and super easy to work with. Thanks for playing a key part in
our long-strange trip! Fare you well, Rob fare you well!
Andrew P. – August 2, 2016

•
WOW! How do I love Bodi? Let me count the ways:
Renting was a snap. I couldn't believe how fast it was.
Rob is great! Professional, super responsive and easy
to work with.
Bodie - OMG! What a champ! My boyfriend and I rented it for a quick trip to
Sequoia Nat'l Park. We loved the coffee / kitchen / galley setup, especially
the little shelf in the door and the mugs. Everything was easy to find.
Cubbies were clutch. Lights were perfectly placed. Mattress super comfy.
The car is so adorable that other drivers are extra nice to you on the road.
My boyfriend especially liked his 2-hour nap in Bodi with the delicate
breeze of the ceiling fan. Nice touch, Rob!
All in all, a stellar experience.
Jennifer P. – July 24, 2016

•
I love the Glampervan so much I wanna marry it. I confess I was
a little nervous setting out for my first solo camping adventure,
but my anxiety was quickly replaced by a tremendous sense of
independence and freedom. The van is really easy to handle
(and park), and everything just WORKS. I loved having my little

home "on my back," so to speak, and ready to set up in about 10 minutes
wherever I should land. Every night, on climbing under the cozy sheets
and duvet, I giggled like a little kid. And then, safely locked inside my little
turtle shell, I slept like a stone. It's like "a room of one's own," on wheels.
Try it, solo campers – you'll like it!
Leslie W. – July 23, 2016

•
Oh, my. We had the most amazing experience renting this
Glampervan, "Bodie". Her owner, Rob was quick to respond and
even dropped off and picked up the van at our SF home. It was
immaculately clean, fun to drive and even more amazing to take
off the grid. Thank you, Bodie (and Rob!).
Colleen M. – July 21, 2016

•
My girlfriend and I took Brodie for the weekend to a campout at
American River and I'm happy to say Bodie came through with
flying colors.
Typically I go car camping a few times a year so our setup is
minimal. Tent, a couple chairs and the necessities and that's
about it.
The amenities, comfort and attention to detail make Bodie the perfect way
to take car camping to the next level.
Need interior lights to find something? Check.
Need a little ambiance while you're sitting at the table with your friends?
Check.
Need to recharge your phone, iPod, iPad, laptop? Check.
Need a mat to cover the overgrown grass you want to set your campsite
on? Check.
Need AC when it gets hot? Check.
Table? Chairs? Silverware? Plates? All supplied.

Bodie was easy to drive through the city and freeways and maneuver
down a windy dirt road to the campground and once there was a great
home base for the weekend.
In short, we absolutely loved camping with Bodie and have no problem
giving it a 5 star recommendation. Would rent again!
Keith H. – July 5, 2016

•
So much fun! We were the envy of all the wannabee glampers.
Adventured all day and slept hard all night. Opened the doors
and repeat. I can't wait to be a repeat glamper.
Andrea L. – July 5, 2016

•
My sister Meredith came out from Austin for a sister's road trip.
The trip really was incredible!!! Three nights of Hwy 1 ... Half
Moon Bay, Costanoa, Bonny Dune, Santa Cruz, Capitola.
We played put put golf. Worked out. I surfed. We
SUPEd. We got new tattoos. We saw dogs on the beach and an
amazing sunset.
The van was so easy to drive. We took so many wrong turns that led to
something so right! I love being able to camp just about anywhere! So
spontaneous. The van's lighting system at night made it super easy. We
felt safe with the lights on the outside of the van. Having a frig totally
rocked!
Meredith, I love ya girl. That's a trip we'll always remember!! So fun!! Pix
prove it
Caroline S. – June 25, 2016

•
Rob's Glamper Van was amazing! My girlfriend and I took it out
for a weekend of traveling around the Bay Area, and had an

incredible time. To share just one great moment, it was absolutely magical
to look out on the sweeping view of the San Francisco Bay from our
vantage point on Hawk Hill, all while snuggled in a cozy bed sipping our
morning coffee with the rear doors open. Traveling with the Glamper Van
opens up a world of incredible experiences you couldn't have any other
way.
My girlfriend and I actually got engaged during our romantic road trip, and
the Glamper Van was a perfect wingman, giving us access to beautiful,
romantic locations : D
Rob has thoughtfully outfitted the vehicle with tons of useful camping
items, from a folding table and chairs to a gas powered coffee maker! All
we had to do was pack clothes and snacks, and everything else was taken
care of.
The van was easy to drive and park, and we were amazed at how
comfortable it was for sleeping. The mattress was a dream, and the
magnetic blackout shades gave us privacy and kept the van at a comfy
temperature throughout the night.
I would absolutely rent this vehicle again, and encourage others to take it
for a spin themselves!
James G. – June 21, 2016

